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Abstract: Fuzzy   logic   is   shown   to   be   a   very   promising   mathematical   approach   for   modelling   traffic   and 

transportation processes characterized by subjectivity, ambiguity, uncertainty and imprecision.  The basic premises of fuzzy 

logic systems are presented as well as a detailed analysis of fuzzy logic systems developed to solve various traffic and 

transportation planning problems. Emphasis is put on  the importance  of fuzzy logic  systems  as  universal  approximates  

in  solving  traffic  and  transportation  problems.  This  paper presents  an  analysis  of  the  results  achieved  using fuzzy  

logic  to  model  complex  traffic  and  transportation processes. The role of furious logical structures in the resolution of 

traffic and transport problems is stressed as fundamental approximates. This paper analyses the effects of dynamic transport 

and traffic systems utilizing fluid logic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Transport design is a broad field directed towards human beings with various challenges that await to be 

addressed.  Transport systems ' characteristics and results-services, prices, infrastructures, vehicles and 

control systems are usually defined on the basis of a detailed evaluation of their key implications [1].  The 

bulk of travel decisions are made inaccurately, uncertainly and partially true. It is often difficult to measure 

certain priorities and limitations by close principles. A number of deterministic and stochastic models has 

been developed in the recent decades to solve complex problems of traffic and transport engineering. To 

order to solve these questions, they use different formulae and equations [2].  Engineers often use purely 

objective knowledge (formulas and equations) throughout their schooling and development. Nevertheless, 

linguistic knowledge still finds it difficult to calculate using' classical' statistical methods when addressing 

real-life engineering problems.  Subjective awareness (linguistic intelligence) is expressed by this material 

[3]. 

 

Fig 1. What is Fuzzy logic 

Fuzzy Logic Systems for Transportation 

Cantered on Zadar’s (1973) and Madman & assailant (1975) the fundamental findings correlated with the 

development of fuzzy logic.  Introducing an "approximate argument" principle, Zadie succeeded in 

demonstrating that ambiguous conceptual claims allow for the creation of algorithms that may use vague 

data in order to draw vague results [4]. Zadie thought his commitment to dynamic humanistic structures 

in particular would be helpful. What's a raging form of logic? The definition of a fuzzy logic system-a 

(FLS) is described by Mendel (1995) [5] as follows:' An overall nonlinear input data (feature) vector 

mapping into a scalar output (the VET output case is broken down into the individual multi-input / single 
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output device collection)'Try to explain why flourishing logic systems for transport engineering have been 

created. Many of the road planning and traffic control issues are often unclear, contradictory and undefined 

[6]. As stated, several issues, phenomena and parameters of traffic and transport are distinguished by 

subjectivity. t it is hard to neglect the fact that there is a subjective judgment in issues relating to route 

preference, mode of transport and carriers, drivers' expectations and reactions, defined level of service, 

safety standards setting, requirements specifying alternative transport schemes and projects etc. Since the 

ambiguous boundaries of some collections of fuzzy set theory understands, numerous fluent theory 

strategies must be used to accurately model the problems of traffic and transportation, marked by 

complexity, subjectivity and confusion. 

Trip generation 

The first phase in the conventional travel planning process is trip generation.  Trip generation describes 

the amount and intent of people who want to get out of their homes.  Researchers emphasized that more 

models to produce trips without congestion are better able to predict and adjust.  Thus in several years, 

specialists have developed a variety of models to test different ideas and always seek to calculate the 

number of journeys created in a better way to help present new models.  They always try to reduce the 

issues and flaws in previous models as much as possible. Kalic and Teodorowic (1997a, b) addressed the 

trip-generation question with fuzzy logic.  Operating from numerical explanations provided a blurry rule 

base.  The Wang and Mendel (1992a, b, c) protocol was observed to this end.  First, the available data 

collection was split into two subsets: one for the generation of the fuzzy rule base and one for the control 

data subset.  The resulting fuszy scheme was evaluated in both data sub-sets after developing the fuszy 

rule base [7]. 

 

Fig 2. Fuzzy Logic 

The question of origin and destination determination from link numbers is one of the most important issues 

in the field of transport planning. A variety of transport links was carried out with a view to reducing the 

cost of passenger surveys.  In the next step a matrix from the relation counts is calculated. 

Trip distribution  

The second phase of the conventional travel planning process is the allocation of journeys. Models of trip 

distribution are used to describe the sum of journeys between pairs of areas when it is understood how 

many trips are drawn by specific zones. The estimation of traffic delivery thus requires the prediction of 

network movement independent of the future mode of transportation or transit. Traffic flows and 

transportation spread were the result of human decisions influenced by the social and person commuter 

variables.  Since human decision taking correlate more with fleeting reasoning than flat mathematics, it 

seems that fleeting logic may be a rational method for mapping these areas.  Modelling a trip distribution 

system with fuzzy inference systems would enjoy the exploration of subjective pattern of decision makers. 

In order to map the social and demography variables to the total number of travels between pairs of origin-

destination (OD), Jessi etal.(2011)[8] suggested a three stage fuzzy inference method (FI). Nonetheless, 

the model's blurry law structures are the study of arbitrary experiences among travel experts. In general, 
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there are two forms of inferential fuzzy systems: Madman sort and Genotype.  The way outcomes are 

calculated differs a little bit with both of these inference schemes.  Input space is' Ride Creation and 

Attractiveness Factors ' Data space.  These are the variables which directly influence the generation and 

attraction of journeys in any given region.  The amount of journeys from two regions' is production 

volume. 

Modal split 

The third phase of transport preparation, known as modal break, wants to learn how much people are using 

transit modes e.g. bus, rail etc.  To solve the problem of the option of style, Teodorovic and Kalic (1996) 

used fuzzy logic. The authors demonstrated with a conceptual numerical illustration the capacity of fuzzy 

logic for resolving the mode choice problem. The fuzzy rule base was developed using the numerical 

information available on the variations in journey times and costs of competing modes.  In other terms, 

learning from experiences created the flippant rule structure. 

Route choice  

Over the last four decades, a growing number of authors worldwide have taken account of the issue of 

route preference and the question of traffic classification.  The complex problem of route preference was 

first illustrated with fluid logic by Teodorovic and Kikuchi (1990) [9].  They used inferential methods to 

analyze the issue of differential route choosing.  In the form of the pointless logic method, Akiyama et al. 

(1993) have also established a paradigm for actions on roads.  In the face of data based on estimated logic 

and furious management principles, Lotan and Koutsopoulos (1993a, b) established models for conduct 

of route choosing. Choose the best scenario, if the user chooses between the cause and the direction of 

motion on one of two possible paths.  The travel time considered is very often' smooth' and can be handled 

like a plush kit.  In other words, when subjectively estimating travel time between two points, expressions 

are used such as ‘it takes about 20 minutes from point C to point D', ‘you'll get there in about half an hour', 

etc. it is assumed that users choose their paths based on a comparison of the characteristics of alternative 

paths. To evaluate the optimal power for all network consumers, an estimated reasoning algorithm is used. 

Once a preferred index for each network user has been established, an algorithm is needed to identify the 

number of users along different links.  These algorithms have been described in literature as a network ' 

loading' algorithm in which the simple input data are the preferred indexes of individual users of the 

network. The algorithm has been developed.  The expected travel times are considered to be distributed 

around a travel time already estimated. The driver's decision-making process in road networks is defined 

by multistage foggy reasoning.  Their term paper deals with the issue of multi-road option.  A survey and 

gathered data are the first step for multi-way search.  The participants in the experiment were questioned 

about the number of alternative routes from their sources to their destination (authors requested the 

respondents to consider at most three options). They described their characteristics (travel time, congestion 

degree and accident risks) on each route they considered. 

 

Fig 3. Fuzzy Logic System 
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Fuzzy Sets of Perceived Path Travel Time 

N n crisp example, travel time is the summation of the period of journey of those contacts constructing 

this route.  In fuzzy situations, though, the specification of fuzzy settings of perceived travel time based 

on fuzzy sets of perceived travel time must be specified.  Therefore, the fluffy inclusion formula must be 

described here. Dubois and the system of Prade is used in this article. To carry out the flattening, decay, 

service* and union function, four steps are necessary.  This is the process*+. The Dubois approach is 

usually a little difficult to calculate.  But it is quite easy for fuzzy sets with triangular membership [10]. 

CONCLUSION 

The fozzy logic system offers two very important advantages. They can make good use of their existing 

language skills and handle uncertainty appropriately. The main purpose of this article was to classify and 

analyze the results of using fuzzy logic when modeling complex transportation and transportation 

processes. The results obtained show that fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic represent a promising 

mathematical approach to complex modeling. Transport and transport processes characterized by 

subjectivity, ambiguity, uncertainty and lack of impressions. As mentioned earlier, the benefits of unclear 

logic will be more accurately assessed as the number of successful practical applications of unclear logic 

in traffic management and transport planning increases. 
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